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how did you become good at that?















an illusion…
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thermal expansion







all of them
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Before I tell you the answer, let’s analyze what happened.

You…

1. made a commitment
2. externalized your answer
3. moved from the answer/fact to reasoning
4. became emotionally invested in the learning process
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consider atoms at rim of hole

you won’t forget this



points worth noting

• my “clear” lecture wasn’t very good

• discussion promoted “aha” moments



back to PI
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Higher learning gains

Better retention





Many short-term emergency measures will become a fixture of life. That 
is the nature of emergencies. They fast-forward historical processes. De-
cisions that in normal times could take years of deliberation are passed 
in a matter of hours. Immature and even dangerous technologies are 
pressed into service, because the risks of doing nothing are bigger. Entire 
countries serve as guinea-pigs in large-scale social experiments. What 
happens when everybody works from home and communicates only at a 
distance? What happens when entire schools and universities go online? 
In normal times, governments, businesses and educational boards would 
never agree to conduct such experiments. But these aren’t normal times.
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Will online teaching become a fixture of life?







The reason? Bad pedagogy!
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Small wonder!
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Education is not just about:

• transferring information

• getting students to do what we do

active engagement/social interaction a must!
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